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Papen still called himself Reichs Commissioner, and which was
actually governed by a few ad hoc officials. What exactly trans-
pired we do not know; we can conjecture from the fact that Braun
was an official Socialist leader that he gave the general very little
encouragement.
On January II the blow fell. In the press there appeared a
violent manifesto by the Landbund against the government whom
it accused of robbery and spoliation on account of its settlement
policy in the East. It was followed by a demand for an interview
with Hindenburg which was granted on the following day, and
was the public sequel to four weeks' incessant intrigue. Hinden-
burg did not care for Schleicher, who had destroyed Bruening,
Groener, and Papen. He respected an ability which was so foreign
to his own and a lively patriotism, but he did not like the general
nor had ever forgiven him. That he disapproved of his land policy
was inevitable, but his disapproval was not nearly so fundamental
as had been represented, and he was still as opposed as ever to
calling Hitler to power. Had Schleicher been a personal favourite,
the old man would probably have been just enough and obstinate
enough to rebuff the conspirators. But Schleicher had not been
his friend but his son's, and when that son turned against the
general and with all the enthusiasm of the new rich became the
foremost champion of the Landbund and of private property,
the President with some reluctance but with conviction, went over
to the side of the Bund. But he was still unconvinced about Hitler,
and it was only after the Cologne meeting that his advisers could
convince him that they had "the Austrian corporal" in such toils
as would render him harmless. The manifesto came out with the
approval of the President; the interview merely dotted the i's;
it was the end, not the beginning of the intrigue.
The blow was entirely unexpected though, after Bruening's
experience it ought not to have been, and it was a deadly blow
to the general's self-confidence. Only the fact that he was badly
shaken in moral explains his subsequent conduct. He had three
cards to play: his own personal relations with the President which
he viewed much too optimistically, the Reichstag, andtheReichs-
wehr, His colleagues were lukewarm in their support of him, but

